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Abstract
Much recent work on coordination in the HPSG framework seeksto deal

with some of the most intractable issues this phenomenon poses for a constraint-
based phrase structure architecture by appealing to the linearization mechanism
introduced in Reape 1993. The research in question utilizesthe mismatch be-
tween linear phonological sequences on the one hand and phrasal configuration
on the other to underwrite a particular interpretation of ellipsis in which multiple
structural objects with identical or near-identical descriptions are mapped to a
singledom-objecttoken. This mapping apparently allows a variety of problem-
atic cases, such as right node raising, dependent cluster coordination, and unlike
category coordination to be reinterpreted as instances of ordinary coordination
in which structurally present elements receive no prosodicexpression, creating
the impression that strings which do not correspond to constituents of the same
category have nonetheless been conjoined or disjoined. I argue in this paper that
such linearization-based ellipsis (LBE) analyses, thoughplausible when confined
to a narrow class of simplest-case data, prove untenable in the face of data sets in
which the LBE approach must account for the interaction of nonconstituent coor-
dination and quantification or symmetric predication, symmetrical modification
of nominal heads, and a large and varied class of unlike category coordinations
that do not admit of any ellipsis-based solutions. I show in addition that various
objections offered in the LBE literature to categorial grammar treatments of the
problems posed by noncanonical coordinations do not take into account techical
resources available to CG which permit straightforward andunproblematic solu-
tions to these problems. One must conclude that despite the general poplularity
of LBE accounts of conjunction, there is at the moment no satisfactory HPSG
treatment of noncanonical coordinations.

1 Coordination via Linearization-Based Ellipsis

The simplest story about coordination is very simple indeed: only constituents belong-
ing to the same category can coordinate. Unfortunately, this characterization of the
possibilities cannot be maintained, in the face of examplessuch as (1):

(1) a. I gave Robin a book and Terry a pair of pliars.
b. I gave Robin, and Leslie offered Terry, a pair of pliars.
c. That man and woman are arguing again.
d. Robin is a Republican and proud of it.

In (1)a-b, non-constituents are conjoined. In (1)c, the problem is not that there is any
evident conjunction of nonconstituents, but rather that the coordination seems to have
mutually incompatible specifications for number: singularso far as agreement with
the specifierthat is concerned, but plural for purposes subject/verb agreement. In (1)d,
the conjuncts are of different categories.

The HPSG literature on difficult coordination phenomena over the past decade contains
a particular strand of analysis based on a kind of data structure first introducted in

†The work reported below has been incorporated into a large-scale joint research project with Yusuke
Kubota, to whom I am greatly indebted for extremely perceptive comments on earlier drafts of this paper
and closely related manuscripts. I wish to thank in additionBob Borsley, Carl Pollard and Mike Reape
for very useful feedback on many of the analyses, arguments and examples offered below. None of them
bear any responsibility for errors or shortcomings in the following discussion.
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Reape 1993, Reape 1996, and later widely adopted in studies of conjunction, based on
theDOM attribute as per the feature architecture in (2):
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Lexical items contribute their phonology and synsem properties to a dedicated list, the
DOM specification. Crucially, theDOM specification of a sentence, and of phrases in
general, need not represent a simple concatenation of theDOM values of its parts, but
rather may represent the shuffling-together of its daughters’ ownDOM values. Thus, el-
ements belonging to different constituents may correspondto pronunciations in which
prosodic expression of those elements are intermixed. Thus, while constituency itself
is never discontinuous, the phonological instantiation ofconstituents may well be. As a
consequence of the rules determining under what conditionsDOM lists may be shuffled
together, and the principles regulating what ordering relations hold amongst different
phrasal types, the following kind of representation receives a legal description in an
HPSG grammar of English, where⊕ denotes theappend operator:
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By separating out constituency on the one hand from the formation of domains in
which word order is defined on the other, we can reconcile the hierarchical represen-
tation in 3) with the pronunciationI gave information happily to Leslie. This crucial
decoupling of prosody and constituency which raises the possibility of a more general
approach to form/meaning mismatches: components of an interpretation which are
unpronounced now have a place in the architecture of syntactic representation. The
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approach alluded to above, which offers a unitary treatement of the phenomena in (1),
rests on an extension of the linearization framework playing heavily on this treatment
of misalignments between the apparent structure and the manifest interpretation of
coordinations such as those in (1).

One influential proposal implementing the linearization approach to such data takes
the form of a condition on coordination given in (4).
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This principle—which in essence tells you that for a given input, different parses of the
domain in the two conjuncts permit the ellipsis of differentsubstrings—is subject to
the condition in (5), dictating that when coordination syntactically links two or more
clauses, the meaning of the coordination must be the yield ofthe logical operation
corresponding to coordination taking as its arguments the semantics specifications of
each daughter:

(5) Principle of Semantic Compositionality: for all structures,
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Thus we can get, from two sentences whosetectogrammaticalform (following the
terminology in Curry 1963) would be realized asRobin gave a book to Terryand
Robin gave some flowers to Pat, a domain object on the mother of the conjunction of
these two sentences which corresponded toRobin gave a book to Terry and Robin gave
some flowers to Pat. But we could equally well assignX as in (6)a. In that case, the
coordination rule schematically stated in (4) will yield the structure in (6)b:

(6) a. X = 〈I, gave〉

b. S
h

DOM 〈 I, gave, Robin, a, book, on Thursday, and, Leslie, a, book, onFriday〉
i

S
h

DOM 〈I, gave〉 ⊕ 〈Robin, a, book , onThursday 〉
i

S
h

DOM 〈and〉 ⊕ 〈I, gave〉⊕ 〈Leslie, a, book , onFriday〉
i

c. I gave Robin a book on Thursday andI gave Leslie a book on Friday.

In short, it turns out that we do not have non-constituent coordination, but rather co-
ordination of ordinary, structurally canonical constituents, where part of the second
syntactically coordinated constituent is concealed in theform of prosodic silence—
thereby giving the impression of not actually being there. We henceforth adopt a
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convention on the notation of ellipsis whereby the analysisin (6)b is abbreviated as
(6)c. Similarly, the other cases exemplified in (1)b–d can betreated as ellipses along
the lines in (7):

(7) a. [S I gave Robinapair of pliars] [S and [S Leslie offered Terry, a pair of pliars]].
b. [NP That man] and [NP that] woman are arguing again.
c. [S Robin is a Republican] and [S Robin is proud of it.]/Robin [VP [VP is a

Republican] and [S is proud of it.]]

In all these cases, the linearization-based solution uses the same fundamental tech-
nique: ellipsis is made responsible for concealment of material which is structurally
present and which combines with the audible elements to yield a canonical constituent
of the same type as the other conjunct.

Unsurprisingly, the linearization-based ellipsis (LBE) approach’s apparent reduction
of a diverse range of problem coordinations to a single factor, and its ability to mo-
tivate that factor, has earned it something close to defaultstatus in certain parts of
the HPSG research community—but, as I argue directly, quiteprematurely. The ex-
amples in (1) prove to be strikingly unrepresentative of thefull range of data in this
empirical domain, and the LBE account has only highly stipulative technology at its
disposal to handle any but the simplest-case difficulties exhibited above. When el-
ements corresponding to negations appear in the ellipsis environments illustrated in
(6)–(7), LBE analyses entail nontrivial mispredictions unless strikingly unprincipled
escape hatches are adopted—and even more so in the case of symmetrical predicates
in such evironments, e.g.same/equal/different/ill-suited/mutually hostile. It turns out
that it is precisely the assumption that structural real butinaudible material exists in
these syntactic contexts which leads to the difficulties alluded to—difficulties which
the LBE analysis can only overcome by in effect stipulating operations which undo the
effect of assuming such material.

2 LBE: major contraindications

2.1 Nominal head coordination under a singular determiner

Consider first examples such as (8)–(13), based in part on data in Heycock & Zampar-
elli 2005,§6.3:

(8) a. That ill-matched man and woman are fighting again.
b. *That ill matched man and that ill-matched woman are fighting again.

(9) a. That mutually hostile judge and defense attorney wereconstantly sniping at
each other during the trial.

b. *That mutually hostile judge and that mutually hostile defense attorney were
constantly sniping at each other during the trial.

(10) a. Supose an entangled particle and antiparticle are created in the vicinity of a
mass singularity as a vacuum fluctuation in a region subject to an extreme
gravitational potential.

b. #Supose an entangled particle and an entangled antiparticle are created in the
vicinity of a mass singularity.
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(11) a. In unusual cases, a reciprocally antagonistic primary and secondary infection
give rise to a completely asymptomatic presentation.

b. *In unusual cases, a reciprocally antagonistic primary and a reciprocally an-
tagonistic secondary infection give rise to a completely asymptomatic pre-
sentation.

(12) a. *That creepi and friend of hisi are not welcome in this house.
b. That creepi and that friend of hisi are not welcome in this house.

(13) a. *Some

{
man and women
women and man

}
were having an awful argument.

b.

{
Some man and some women
Some women and some man

}
were having an awful argument.

In (8)–(11), the non-ellipsed versions are themselves ill-formed, showing, among other
things, the futility of trying to handle the standard difficulty posed by symmetrical
predicates in peripheral node-raised constructions by means of some ‘integration’
mechanism associated with displacement, as has been suggested occasionally in re-
cent work; the problem in the cases illustrated is of the samesort, and no displacement
can be even remotely plausible as the source. (12), based on Heycock and Zamparelli’s
example (125), and (13), present a problem for the LBE account of a rather different
order: here the question is one of blocking an ellipsis which, on purely structural
grounds, does not appear to provide any basis for such a block, other than that the
result is ill-formed.

The moral is that once the data to be explained under an ellipsis-based analyses in-
clude anything beyond simplest-case examples such as (1)c,the empirical advantage
routinely claimed for such analyses in the literature arguing for LBE accounts of co-
ordination largely vanishes. The phenomena illustrated above make clear the need to
consider other possibilities, e.g., that structures in which nominal structuresappearto
be conjoined under a singular determiner are best analyzed along precisely those lines.
Thus, if That ill-suited man and woman have never been civil to each other in public
cannot be represented as

(14) That ill-suited man andthatill-suited woman have never been civil to each other
in public.

then the source ofthat man and woman have never been civil to each other in public
cannot plausibly be taken to be

(15) That man andthat woman have never been civil to each other in public.

2.2 Nonconstituent coordination

2.2.1 Negative quantification
Consider next the data in (16) in light of the analysis demanded by the LBE analysis
of nonconstituent coordination:

(16) Terry said nothing about Robin on Thursday or (about) Leslie on Friday.
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Such examples are intepretable exclusively as a coordination of negations: (16) is true
just in case Terry said nothing about Robin on Thursday and Terry said nothing about
Leslie on Friday. We note further that the stringsRobin on Thursday or Leslie on
Friday andabout Robin on Thursday or about Leslie on Fridayare nonconstituents.
Hence theymustarise, on the LBE view, by ellipsis.

(17) a. [ζ Terry said nothing about Robin on Thursday] or [̺ (Terry) saidnothing
about Leslie on Friday]. [¬ζ ∨ ¬̺]

b. [ζ Terry said nothing about Robin on Thursday] or [̺ (Terry) saidnothing]
[¬ζ ∨ ¬̺] about Leslie on Friday.

But while the interpretation of these sentences permits only the conjunction-of-
negations reading (as indicated in the formulæ attached to each of the abbreviatedDOM

representations), the denotation of the ‘source’ sentences, corresponding the meaning
of (17) without the strikethroughs is precisely thedisjunction of negations which we
identified as unavailable for the meaning of (16). The intrerpretation of (16) reflects
something very much like the De Morgan equivalence¬(ζ ∨ ̺) ≡ ¬ζ ∧ ¬̺, which
of course would follow if the negation operator were both able and required to scope
directly over some grammatical object corresponding to thedisjunction of the PP PP
or NP PP sequences in (16). But of course, the LBE approach exists precisely in order
to deny that such coordination is the source of this and similar examples.

We note in the first place that the proposal in Crysmann 2003 imposing token identity
on ellipsed dependents (as vs. ellipsed heads) gets no traction at all in dealing with the
problem posed by (16). Crysmann motivates this asymmericaltreatment on the basis
of the data he gives in his examples (18)–(20) (my renumbering):

Thus, in semantic terms, sharing of heads differs quite drastically from
sharing of dependents, where token-identity of cont valuesis necessary to
derive the correct interpretation:

(18) a. Few men drink and smoke.
b. 6⊃ Few men drink and few men smoke.

(19) a. Few men gave Mary a book on Friday and a record on Saturday.
b. 6⊃ Few men gave Mary a book on Friday and few men gave Mary

a record on Saturday.
(20) a. I gave few men a book on Friday and a record on Saturday.

b. 6⊃ I gave few men a book on Friday and I gave few men a record
on Saturday.

Without token-identity ofCONT values, we would give the above sen-
tences in a. an interpretation equivalent to b., whereas structure-sharing
will ensure that the sets denoted by few men are identical across the two
conjuncts in the a. sentences, while they may be disjoint in the corre-
sponding sentences in b...[Dependents] observe a strongerrestriction [than
heads], involving token-identity of the domain objects across all conjunct
daughters. This latter requirement is sufficient to derive the effect of oblig-
atory coreference of shared dependents.

(pp. 51, 62). Since the denotion of the null quantifiernothing is constant to exactly
the same degree as that ofa bookin I gave a book to Robin on Tuesday and to Terry
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on Thursdayon the reading in which the book Robin received is distinct from the one
that Terry received, it is difficult to see how Chrysmann’s restriction on identity of
content can possibly account for the unavailability of the ‘disjunction of negatives’
interpretation. Chrysmann’s own efforts to handle this kind of give a bookexample
of NCC involves recourse to a semantically extremely vague concept of ‘abstract no-
tion’ or ‘abstract referent’, with not even a preliminary characterization of what class
of semantical objects is denoted by such labels, and hence noway of determining the
substantivecontentof Chrysmann’s proposal. It seems sufficiently self-evident, how-
ever, that in whatever sensea bookis ‘token-identical’ in the two different conjuncts in
this kind of example, the tokens ofnothingin the required source for(16) are a fortiori,
a point that Beavers and Sag (2004) themselves make.

Beavers and Sag certainly do not ignore the problem posed by Crysmann’s examples,
but neither do they adopt his proposals as I’ve cited them. Rather, in connection with
the seemingly obligatory nature of their Quantifier Merger operation in (18)–(20), they
comment that ‘we tentatively suggest that this can be regarded simply as a preference
for constituent coordination’. But that hardly be the solution for the obligatory wide-
scoping of negation over disjunction (with the attendant DeMorgan intepretation) in
(16), since thereis no constituent coordination available, as already discussed. It has
been suggested that the Beaver & Sag operation of ‘Quantifier(Q-) Merger’ might be
able to save the ellipsis analysis here. Formally, Q-Mergeris defined in AVM notation
as follows:
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The problem that Q-Merger faces can be schematically summarized in (22):

(22) S
Terry said nothing about
Robin on Thursday or(Terry) said nothing about Leslie on Friday;

Φ(λx.Terry said x about Robin on Thursday ∨ Terry said x aboutLeslie on Friday)

S

Terry said nothing about Robin on Thursday

S

Conj

or

S

Terry said nothing about Leslie on Friday

In a nutshell, Beaver and Sag would need to posit some variable-like element corre-
sponding to the quantifier in the two conjuncts and then let the conjunction take scope
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and then bind the variables over the whole coordinate structure either by an analog of
the lambda operator or by somehow binding the variable(s) directly by the quantifier.
There is not the faintest hint within the MRS markup languagethat Beaver and Sag
assume about how to implement such a translation, because there is nothing analagous
to lambda abstraction in MRS. But that particular difficultyis only the beginning of the
trouble facing OQM. Let’s assume that something along thoselines could be worked
out. Certainly in an algebraically well-defined representation language such as RSRL,
lambda abstraction can be simulated, and in the associated syntax/semantics interface
definition, aka Lexical Resource Semantics, lambda abstraction is the default formal-
ism for set definition. So we may assume, for the sake of argument, that something
like the Beaver/Sag analysis could be reconstructed as in LRS. Then this analysis at
the very least requires that quantifiers appearing within conjuncts be able to scope out
of conjuncts, a very dubious assumption. Consider the example from Sabbagh 2007:

(23) a. Some nurse gave a flu shot to, and administered a blood test for, every patient
who was admitted last night.

b. Some nurse gave a flu shot toeverypatientwhowasadmittedlastnight, and
administered a blood test for every patient who was admittedlast night.

(24) Some nurse gave a flu shot to every patient who was admitted last night, and
administered a blood test for every patient who was admittedlast night.

Right Node Raising, as in (23)a, allows the quantifier in the ‘raised’ material to
outscope the coordination; but when the quantifiers are overt, this scoping is not avail-
able. Any proposal in which phonologically covert quantifiers reflected scoping pos-
sibilities unavailable in the corresponding cases with phonetically realized quantifiers
would be suspicious in the extreme, but that is what the situation would have to be for
there to be any chance of ‘Quantifier Merger’, however implemented, to account for
the negative quantifier scope data in (16).

More generally, Quantifier Merger ‘kicks in’ only when quantifier meanings are not
just identified across conjuncts, but one of the corresponding quantifiers is ellipsed as
well. Examination of this claim reveals a remarkable coincidence: in just those cases
where a quantifier appearsphoneticallyoutside a coordination, it is allowed, by a spe-
cial ‘handwritten’ specification of the mother’sSEM value, to act combinatorially as
though it were indeed outside that coordination. This is of course completely fortuitous
on the assumption that the quantified NP occurs within both conjuncts, since there is
no structural reason, no functional linkage whatever in HPSG’s feature architecture,
between the phonological form of the quantifier on the one hand and its scoping pos-
sibilities on the other.1 But Q-Merger in effect builds that massive cooincidence into
the grammar, as a kind of ‘last resort stipulation’, since iftwo distinct generalized
quantifiers were to structure-share the sameBODY specification, we would wind up
with a kind of multidominance in the MRS tree structure—a violation of the princi-
ple constraint imposed on such MRS scoping configurations. The burden of proof
inherently assumed by such a proposal makes it considerablyless attractive than the

1There is no reason in principle, for example, why one could not have written Q-Merger so that theSEM

on the mother was the same even in the absence of ellipsis, so thatI said nothing to Robin on Friday or I
said nothing to Leslie on Sundayhad the same reading as (16), which is manifestlynot the case.
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position which motivates the scoping in the two different cases on the assumptions that
the structures involved are, indeed, fundamentally different.

But the most problematic aspect of any account of (16) along these lines is that it fails
completely to account for the fact that, in the absence of signficant informed intro-
spection, this sentence appears toprecludean interpretation reflecting the structural
components which are the input to the coordination—that is,where the sentence is
interpreted as a disjunction of negated propositions. Q-merger, at least on the most re-
cent version of LBE, in Chaves and Sag 2009, would have to be optional, since ellipsis
is completely nondeterministic, the result of altenrativeassignments of substrings of
the input daughters’COM lists to variables in the coordination construction schema.
So what happened to this interpretation? One suggestion that came to my attention
in the feedback on the abstract submission for the Conference presentation version of
this paper was based on the possibility that this essentially unavailable reading was
somehow ‘preempted’, along the following lines. In the caseof a sentence such as

(25) a. Nothing bothers Robin or annoys Leslie.
b. ¬∃x.bother(robin)(x) ∨ annoy(leslie)(x)
c. ¬∃x.bother(robin)(x) ∨ ¬∃w.annoy(leslie)(w)

we have in principle two sources, which should give rise to two different readings.
On one of them,nothingoutscopes the the disjunction, as per (25); on the second,or
outscopes negation, yielding a reading along the lines of (25)b. As it happens, however,
the second of these readings is for most, if not all speakers,simply unavailable; there
is no ambiguity, and the only reading (on the quantificatory interpretation ofnothing
is (25)a. On the structure

(26) S[
DOM 〈nothing, bothers, Robin, or, annoys, Leslie〉

]

S[
DOM 〈nothing, bothers, Robin〉

] S[
DOM 〈or, nothing, annoys, Leslie〉

]

we expect to get a reading of the form¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ, given the semantics of the input
sentences. The suggestion I want to respond to here is that this missing reading is
‘preempted for performance reasons’, with the following interesting comment:

I for one find it quite reasonable that when a conjunction can be parsed by
direct coordination, without ellipsis, then that parse is highly preferable
when compared to an elliptical parse UNLESS there are contextual or
semantic factors that make the direct parse odd.

giving as an example

(27) a. Two trees were cut down by me in 1986, and by my wife in 1999.
b. Two trees were cut down by me in 1986, and by my wife in 1999.

But the point is that (16)has no other source than ellipsis on the assumptions in the
literature I’m speaking to.If, as assumed in this literature, coordination only com-
bines constituents as defined by the various schemata, or type constraints on headed
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structures, then (16)mustbe derived from a sole source of the form (17)b. Hence, in
contrast to (25)a, there is in principleno way to obtain the virtually exclusive reading
for the examples (16) from the semantics of any candidate input structures. In order
to obtain the different reading associated with the input disjunction of negations, it
would be necessary first of all to carry out ellipsis, and thenapply a rule of Q-Merger
which, as I’ve already discussed, has a very obscure formal basis for the necessary
logical algebraic operations, and which moreover contradicts the observed pattern of
quantified NP interpretation from within conjuncts. But even this isn’t enough: a con-
vincing, independently motivated account must be given to make it plausible that the
disjunction-of-negations reading is somehow pragmatically so inaccessible that it is
suppressed by virtually every ordinary speaker of English I’ve consulted. Finally, it
should be noted that none of this will account for the fact that for many speakers, (28)
is perfectly well formed, but literally unlicensable onANY reading, from (4)a:

(28) a. I said nothing to Robin on Thursday nor (to) Leslie on Sunday.
b. I said nothing to Robin on Thursday nor(I) saidnothingto LeslieonSunday

The source of (28)a, (28) be, corresponds to a completely impossible string when sup-
posedly optional ellipsis occurs. Nor is there any way to use(4) to obtain (28) on the
basis of the acceptable version of (28)b incorporating neg-fronting (I said nothing to
Robin on Friday nor did I say anything to Leslie on Sunday, with a host of completely
ad hoc item-by-item replacements requiring a special construction that would have, I
think, minimal credibility. Moreover, treatingnor as a ‘prosodic variant’ ofor under
the circumstance, another possible story within the LBE approach, demands that the
conditions on this variation be fully spelled out, at a levelof detail I have yet to see in
any LBE analysis.

I therefore think it fair to say that the burden of proof in this case very clearly rests on
the shoulders of whoever actually believes that there is a coherent, explicit LBE story
about examples such as (16) that accounts for the facts.

2.2.2 Symmetrical predicates
The fundamentally inadequacy of Optional Q-Merger to handle data such (28) emerges
clearly when we turn from negative quantification to whatappearsto be a comparable
phenomenon involving symmetrical predicates quantification. In the case of (29), for
example, we find a flagrant mismatch between the meaning of (29)a on the one hand
and that of its non-ellipsed ‘sources’ in (29)b–c on the other:

(29) a. I said the same thing to Robin on Thursday and (to) Leslie on Friday.
b. I said the same thing to Robin on Thursday and(I) said the samething to

Leslie on Friday.
c. I said the same thing to Robin on Thursday and(I) said the samething to

Leslie on Friday.

To the extent that a context can be provided in which the source sentences in (29)b–c
make sense, synonymy between these examples on the one hand and (29)a on the other
is in no sense entailed, though it might be inferred if, coincidentally, the same thingin
the first clausal conjunct andthe same thingin the second clausal conject happen to be
identical to each other. But given a situation in which you met twice with Robin, once
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on Monday and once on Thursday, and twice with Leslie, once onTuesday and once
on Friday, we can easily take (29)b–c to mean that you saidX to Robin on Monday
and then saidX to him or her on Thursday, and you saidY to Leslie on Tuesday and
then saidY to him or her on Friday, withJXK 6= JY K. In (29)a, on the other hand,
there is no other interpretation apart from the one in whichJXK = JY K. Here again,
the predictions of the ellipsis approach fall wide of the mark.

Things are no better when we consider cases such as (1)b. On the ellipsis approach,
we need to analyze (30)a along the lines of (30)b:

(30) a. Robin reviewed, and Leslie read, the same book.
b. Robin reviewedthesamebook, and Leslie read the same book.

Consider the following situation: ten years ago, Robin reviewed some bookB1 and
Leslie read some bookB2. Robin’s job reviewing dozens of books a year, and Leslie’s
habits as an avid reader with a poor memory, has brough about asituation in which
Robin writes a second review ofB1, and Leslie rereadsB2. Under these circum-
stances, the ‘source’ sentence reflected in (30)b would be appropriate—but (30)a
would not be. The latter can only mean that there was a particular book such that
Robin reviewed that book and Leslie read it. Again, the ellipsis analysis fails to cap-
ture the facts.

The obvious move in this case is to take the position that ‘in for a penny, in for a
pound’, and extend the OQM analysis, flawed as it may be, to these cases as well.
But that move is blocked under Beaver and Sag’s own assumptions, which include the
(well-motivated) caveat that OQM can only apply to generalized quantifiers. It turns
out that this restriction prevents any application of OQM tothe cases in (29).

Barker 2007, whose semantics forsamerepresents the most explicit and fully devel-
oped analysis of symmetrical predicates to day, notes a proof given in Keenan 1992
which provides an immediate test for generalized quantifierstatus. As Barker sum-
marizes Keenan’s analysis, the crucial concept in the proofis reducibility, where the
reduciblity relationReducibleholds between an NP sequence and some generalized
quantifier(s) just in case the former can be decomposed into (some combination of)
the latter ‘an NP sequence isREDUCIBLE if it can be decomposed into separate gen-
eralized quantifiers that accurately reflect the truth conditions on the original’ (p.412).
The probe that Keenan proves works as follows: if bothE1 andE2 are generalized
quantifiers, where each contains a transitive verbV , and if wheneverJV K = A × B
for two arbitrary setsA,B, thenJE1K = JE2K = µ ∈ 2, then, iffE1 has the same truth
conditions asE2 underall valuations ofJV K, Reducible(E1)∧Reducible(E2). Since
for

(31) a. Robin and Leslie read the same two books.
b. (Both) Robin and Leslie read exactly two books

we have, for〈R(obin),L(eslie), . . .〉 × 〈b1 . . . bn〉 =〈R, b1〉, . . . , 〈R, bn〉 = 〈L, b1〉,
. . . , 〈L, bn〉, a valuation of0 for both of the sentences in (31) whenn 6= 2 and a
valuation of1 whenn = 2. Therefore, to be reducible, the same result must hold
whenJreadK = {〈R, b1〉, 〈R, b2〉, 〈L, b3〉, 〈L, b4〉}, but obviously it does not: (31)b is
true, but (31)a is false. It follows (31)a cannot be represented as a logical expression
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via any generalized quantifier or combination of generalized quantifiers. In the case
of an example such as (32), therefore, we must assume semantic identity between
two tokens of a scoping element which does not have the semantics of a generalized
quantifier:

(32) I told the same joke to Robin on Friday and Leslie on Sunday.

Recall, however, that Beavers and Sag explicitly restrict OQM to generalized quanti-
fiers. The motivation they provide for this restriction is the existence of examples such
as

(33) a. The waiter managed to evict the customers diplomatically andevict the staff
authoritatively.

b. [The waiter forced the customersto leavequietly] and [the manager per-
suaded the staff] to leave quietly.

The point of such examples can be seen by considering what theeffect of optional
semantic identity in the ellipsed token ofevict in (33)a would be. According to the
Beavers and Sag 2004 statement of OQM, the EPs in theSEM|RELS specification in
(34)a and b would be equated. The two separate tokens ofevictin The waiter managed
to evict the customers diplomatically and to evict the staffauthoritativelywould have
a partial partial description
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where the lexical entries forcustomersand staff respectively are, in simplified but
adequate representation, given in (35):

(35) a.



customers rln
LBL 0

ARG0 2




b.



staff rln
LBL 0′

ARG0 3




The only way that we can equate the [SEM|RELS] values of the ellipsed and nonellipsed
versions ofevict in (34) is if 2 = 3 — in other words, if the waiter evicted just those
indviduals corresponding to the two descriptions ‘staff’ and ‘customers’. The result
would be paraphrasable as something like ‘The waiter managed to diplomatically and
authoritatively evict those of the customers who were also employees of the restau-
rant’, clearly not an available reading. If we alter the adverb in the conjunct subject
to ellipsis so thatrudelyreplacesauthoritatively, we obtain a reading paraphrasable as
‘The waiter managed to diplomatically and rudely evict those of the customers who
were also employees of the restaurant’, containing a contradiction again absent from
the interpretation ofThe waiter managed to evict the customers diplomatically and
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the staff rudely. Nor can we rule out such intersective identifications of indices, since
clearly they are necessary on the most natural reading ofRobin is my friend and col-
league.

We see this not only with VPs; predicative NPs present the same problem:

(36) Robin’s house is

{
a real bastard

the worst place in the world

}
for people with cars to find

parking around and people on foot to get to safely.

Here, the semantic analysis defended in Levine and Hukari 2006 for easyadjectives
extends directly to members of the class of NPs which has a similar semantics and
argument/gap relation between subjects and an internal object position. In terms of
this analysis,people with carsis an argument of the head nouna real bastard, which
denotes the relation that holds between people with cars on the one hand and those
people’s task of finding parking around Robin’s house on the other. Clearly, the same
semantic issues that arise in connection with (33) cannot beavoided here either, unless
optional semantic identity is restricted to generalized quantifiers.2

It follows that if sameis part of an ellipsis targetT ′ under (partial) identity with a
DOM substringT , theSEM values of the two tokens ofsamedo not have the option of
semantic identity under OQM. Thus, the only alternative is that the semantics of the
overt token ofthe same jokeand that of the ellipsed version are nonidentical. But this
alternative fails also, predicting as it does that (32) has the same meaning as (37):

(37) I told the same joke to Robin on Friday and I told the same joke to Leslie on
Sunday.

In the terminology of Carlson 1987, this sentence has accessonly to theexternalsense
of same, reflected in the sentenceI told the same joke to Robin on Friday, in which the
interpretation requires there to be some salient joke in thediscourse background which
is identical to the one I told Robin. This sense ofthe sameis fundamentally different
from that of the ‘internal’ reading reflected in (33). The difference emerges clearly in
examples like (38):

(38) a. I’ll tell the same joke to Robin on Thursday and (I’ll)tell the same joke to
Leslie on Sunday.

b. I’ll tell the same joke to Robin on Thursday and to Leslie onSunday.

2Note that these considerations also have a bearing on just how we are to interpret the ontological status
of the DTRS specifications given in the OQM template in (21). The contentof the SEM specifications
assumed in Beavers and Sag 2004 is represented by MRS structures, of the sort described in Copestake et
al. 2006, and hence could, in principle, correspond to either (i) underspecified objects, where the tokens
of generalized quantifiers in each of the conjuncts have not been scope-resolved (Copestake et al. 2006, p.
293), or to (ii) fully scope-resolved MRSs, in which theLBL , ARG0, RESTRandBODY values are equated.
The critical issue is what happens whenBODY specifications are equated. It wouldappearthat if in the
case of an unellipsed conjunctionI said something nice to Leslie and I said something criticalto Terry, we
equate theHANDLE value of the body ofsomethingin the first conjunct to theLBL value ofsaid(as would
be the case in the sentenceI said something nice to Leslie), and likewise for the second conjunct, then
equating the twoBODY values would also require equating the arguments in the two EPs corresponding
to the different tokens ofsaid, leading again to a completely incorrect interpretation. Apparently, then,
we must take the representations in theSEM|RELSspecifications on each of the conjunct daughters to not
have undergone scope-resolutions.
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Assme that there no reference in prior discourse has been make to any joke. Then
(38)a is distinctly anomalous, illustrating the fact that an existential presupposition
accompaniesthe same jokewhen there are overt tokens of this NP. No such presup-
position holds in the case of (38)b. It places an unacceptable burden on credulity to
claim any kind of plausibility for a claim that somehow the simple fact of prosodic
silence in place of an overt pronunciation has the effect of cancelling a presupposition
introduced by both tokens of some lexical item which undergoes ellipsis.

There are other strong reasons noted by Barker for keeping the semantics of internal
and externalsameNPs separate. Unifying the two, as in Dowty 1985, requires that
one introduce two free variables, one identifying a salientrelationR and the other a
‘comparison class’, so that, on the external reading, withJsameK = λNλx∃f∀c{x} =
f(N) ∧ c < C : R(x)(c). Thus, in the case ofRobin read the same book, C is the
prominent set of individuals identified in previous discourse, withJNK = Jbook K =
book andf a choice function that picks out a member of the set of books, andR =
JreadK = read. The same bookis then the (singleton) set containing the individual
thatf mapsbook to such that every member of the comparison set—whatever it is—is
in theR (in this case,read) relation to that individual. In the case ofRobin and Leslie
read the same book, the comparison set isJRobin and LeslieK = robin⊕ leslie, and
so on. But what such an analysis at first appears credible, even elegant, Barker shows
that it cannot be sustained.

In the first place, as Barker notes, if a comparison set and a particular relation are
available from context for the interpretion ofsame, then we would expect that any rel-
evant comparison sets and relations which were salient in prior discourse should yield
a reading; but this is not the case; e.g. we haveThe men discussed a house. John
read the same book, where ifC =menandR = discuss, then there should be a read-
ing in which John read a certain book which each of the men had discussed; but this
reading is not available. Thus, the idea thatsameimplicates some contextually deter-
mined relation is dubious in general. Crucially, however, whileR can be contextually
determined when the comparison setC differs from the denotation of the relevant
constituentK in the sentence that is a coargument of the verb thatthe sameN is an
argument of (e.g., we can haveThe men discussed a book, and John had read the same
book), this is not possible when the comparison class is defined byK. For example, in
the case ofEveryone discussed a book, and Robin and Leslie read the samebook, the
sentence can only mean that there was some book that everyonediscussed, but when
the comparison class isRobin and Leslie, the relationR is not the book that everyone
discussed, but some book that both Robin and Leslie had both read. There is in other
words, as Barker notes, a correlation betweenR andC whenC is the comparison set
that is certainly not logically necessary , but which alwaysappears to hold.

We must conclude, then, that we cannot obtain the semantics of (32) by ellipsis un-
der semantic non-identity between the ellipsed and non-ellipsed tokens ofthe same
joke, while, under Beavers and Sag’s own hypothesis—itself reflecting the conditions
imposed by data such as (33) and (36)—we cannot account for (32) by Optional Quan-
tifier Mergers. But the specific mismatch in meanings available between ellipsed and
non-ellipsed variants of NCC involving symmetrical predicates such assameis pre-
cisely the same as that involving negative generalized quantifiers such asnothing; in
both cases, we have a scopal operator of some sort scoping over the coordination to
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yield an interpretation which correspnds to a fundamental set of truth conditions from
what we encounter in the non-ellipsed version. It is thus clear that Optional Quantifier
Merger represents a misguided approach to solving the problem posed by NCC, and
that the evidence strongly suggests that we looks elsewherefor a solution.

2.3 Unlike category coordination

The use of ellipsis to eliminate the unlikeness of apparent unlike category coordination
(UCC), as discussed above in connection with (7)c, again leads to severe mispredic-
tions once one looks beyond the very narrow class to which theLBE literature restricts
itself, as in e.g. Beavers and Sag 2004, Chaves 2007, Chaves and Sag 2009. Interest-
ingly, the recognition of difficulties with an approach based exclusively on (4) was the
apparent basis of the analysis in Chaves 2006, in which the coordination of unlikes in
absolutive constructions is treated as an instance of a network of special constructions
which in effect mimic the effect of (4), but avoid certain mispredictions which would
otherwise attend a straightforward application of the usual LBE technology (e.g., the
problem posed byNeither tired nor in a hurry, I decided to walk and save the bus
fare, where the source for the ellipsis,Neither tiredI decidedto walkandsavethebus
fare nor in a hurry I decided to walk and save the bus fare, yields ill-formed results.)
Chaves’ key idea is that the effect of these interacting constructional possibilities sup-
plies an inaudible copula to convert two apparently distinct category descriptions in a
structure [XP Conj YP] into a coordination of VPs [VP [VP beXP] Conj [VP beYP]]VP ,
an approach similar in spirit to (4) but relying instead on stipulated inaudibilia. Apart
from this minor (and, as I argue directly, ineffective) addendum to the elliptical analy-
sis of UCC, however, the basic account of such phenomena is just what is summarized
in (7)c.

In fact, there is an impressive range of constructions whichhighlight the empirical
inadequacy of the ellipsis approach. I present a brief survey of these cases in this
section; below, we show how they can be captured in a fully general way using a
particular TLCG formalism.

Ellipsis-incompatible topicalized coordinations In order to account for cases such
as (39)a via LBE, something like a RNR analysis is required:

(39) a. Rich and a Republican, Robin definitely is t.
b. RichRobindefinitely is and a Republican Robin definitely is t.

Such cases are amenable to the LBE analysis, however, only because the elements
of the coordination are independently sortable over the twotokens of the extraction
source clause,Robin definitely is(39). This state of affairs does not hold generally:

(40)
a. (Both) poor and a Republican, you can’t possibly be t.
b. (Both) [pooryou can’t possiblybe t] and a Republican you can’t possibly be t.
c. (Both) poor you can’t possibly be t and a Republican you can’t possibly be t.

The ‘source’ sentences for the coordination correspond, under and conjunction, to a
very different meaning, where the crucial intepretation ofpoor and a Republicanas
a sum of properties is literally unavailable. Another example displaying the same
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analytic problems is given in (41)a, with the forced analysis in (41)b under the Chaves
and Sag 2009) RNR scenario:

(41) a. Dead drunk

{
but

and yet

}
in complete control of the situation, no one can be

t.

b. Dead drunkno onecanbe t

{
but

and yet

}
in total control of the situation, no

one can be t.

The only practical solution within the assumptions of the LBE literature for the diffi-
culty these data present—in particular, the axiom that unlike categories do not actually
coordinate—appears to be a brute-force analysis in which one simply declares the co-
ordination of AP and PP an AP—the sort of approach which, as illustrated in Chaves
2006, is increasingly typical for constructional approaches. Whatever one thinks of
this approach—which essentially generalizes the kind of rule letting an NP dominate
both an NP and an S from Sag et al. 1985, and which Bayer (1996) has I think ef-
fectively shown to be empirically quite unsatisfactory—the LBE approach on its own
does a very poor job of addressing the full range of unlike category coordinations
which appear in extraction contexts.3

One approach that might be taken, of course, is that these data, though apparently
good to a large number of speakers, really are ill-formed, and indeed the reduced ac-
ceptability of topicalized UCCs has been asserted in Beavers and Sag 2004. But there
is no reason to suppose that this assessment reflects the actual status of such exam-
ples generally. UCC examples of the sort that Beavers and Sagclaim to be defective
are cited as unexceptionble in articles appearing in journals of record, e.g., Peterson
2004, and I personally have yet to encounter a native speakerof English who registered
the slightest discomfort in the of a ‘spontaneous’ utterance of any of these examples,
or expressed negative judgments on, say,You can be poor and healthy, and someone
who’s very clever or very good could wind up being poor and highly respected—but
poor and aREPUBLICAN, NO ONE can be.

Ellipsis-incompatible pseudocleft coordinations We turn now to the English pseu-
docleft construction—a somewhat mysterious pairing of what seems to be a headless
relative with a predicate, linked syntactically by a copula:

(42) Whati Robin wanted ti was a new outboard motor.

For present purposes, the importance of the pseudocleft is that the complement of the
copula—the focal constituent, as it is often called—can take the form of an unlike
category conjunction:

(43) a. What you cannot become (simultaneously) is highly intelligent and yet a
raving fundamentalist.

b. What you cannot become is both highly intelligent and yet araving funda-
mentalist.

3Becometakes AP but not PP as a complement. But if [AP and PP] can be analyzed as AP, we incorrectly
predict that *John became totally irrational yet in complete control of the situation.is grammatical. This
kind of example seriously undercuts the viability of the stipulative approach to UCC in question.
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A standard LBE analysis for such cases based on (4) corresponds to semantically in-
congruous interpretations arising from the source sentences:

(44) a. What you can’t (simultaneously) become is highly intelligent and yetwhat
you can’t simultaneouslybecomeis a raving fundamentalist.

b. What you can’t simultaneously become is highly intelligent and (yet)is a
raving fundamentalist.

c. What Robin was, clearly, was both highly intelligent andwas a raving fun-
damentalist

d. What Robin was, clearly, was highly intelligent yetwas a raving fundamen-
talist

The first of these simply does not mean what the ellipsed version means, along lines
already discussed. The second, third and fourth just seem severely ill-formed in some
way unless the notated ellipsis occurs. It is, moreover, straightforward to show that no
application of Chaves’ ‘ghost copula’ solution can work in for such data. Pseudoclefts
thus constitute yet another major empirical challenge to the LBE approach and its
extensions.

Ellipsis-incompatible posthead nominal modifier coordinations Posthead nominal
modifiers constitute yet another predictive failure for theLBE.

As a example, consider cases such as (45):

(45) a. [NP Politicians [VP keeping a low profile] and [PP with plenty to hide]] are the
ones we should be investigating.

b. [NP People [PP totally into themselves] and [VP only thinking of their own ca-
reers]] seem to be in the vast majority these days, I fear.

Examples such as these are extremely common, but it’s not at all clear how an LBE
account of them can be given. The obvious sources are structures such as (46):

(46) Politicians keeping a low profile andpoliticians with plenty to hide are the ones
we should be investigating.

But this approach clearly will not work in cases such as

(47) a. [NP Novels [AP full of dramatic conflict] but [PP with meticulously accurate
historical detail]], such as this one, are quite unusual.

b. [NP Novels [AP full of dramatic conflict] butnovels [PP with meticulously ac-
curate historical detail]], such as this one, are quite unusual.

c. *Novels full of dramatic conflict but novels with meticulously accurate his-
torical detail, such as this one, are quite unusual.

(47)c is out-and-out impossible, but the analysis in (48)a,while giving rise to an ac-
ceptable form, is no more satisfactory:

(48) a. Novels full of dramatic conflictarequite unusual, butnovels with meticu-
lously accurate historical detail, such as this one, are quite unusual.

b. Novels full of dramatic conflictarequite unusual, but novels with meticu-
lously accurate historical detail, such as this one, are quite unusual.
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And even the expedient of creating a completely novel construction with the AP and
PP ‘coerced’ into clausal shells, as in (49), fails:

(49) a. Novels [S ∅which are full of dramatic conflict but∅which are with meticulously ac-
curate historical detail], such as this one, are quite unusual.

b. *Novels which are full of dramatic conflict but which are with meticulously
accurate historical detail, such as this one, are quite unusual.

Again, none of the various expedients.that LBE routinely appeals to correspond to
anything remotely like the correct representations for thesentence in (47)a. And ob-
viously, things only get worse in the case of a slightly more elaborate coordination
such asNovels both full of dramatic conflict and with meticulously accurate historical
detail, such as this one, are quite unusual.

2.4 A putative CG misprediction

Finally, something should be said about the much-invoked datum (50) due to Crys-
mann (2003) often taken to undermine decisively any categorial account based on co-
ordination of ‘partial constituents’:

(50) John gave Mary a book, and to Peter a record.

(p.52). Beavers and Sag argue that

In CCG the composed categories Mary a book and to Peter a record would not
be acceptable candidates for coordination since they have two related but dis-
tinct categories (S\ NP)\(S\NP/NP/NP) and (S\ NP)\(S\NP/NP/PP) respec-
tively. But an ellipsis-based approach again reduces theseto simple VP (or S)
coordination, predicting their acceptability. (p.57)

Whatever may have been the case so far as 1980s-style CCG is concerned, however,
there is no basis for taking (50) to be a challenge for contemporary type-logical avatars
of categorial grammar.4. The key element in the proof, proposed in Morrill 1994 and
expanded and applied in Bayer 1996, is the enrichment of the inference rules of the
type logic with meet and join combinators—independently justifiedoutsideany appli-
cations to coordination, as Bayer shows, by cases where a single item reflecting mor-
phological neutralizations of feature conflict appear in extraction ‘landing sites’ which
are incompatible with the requirements imposed by connectivity on the gap sites to
which that item is linked. This technology was imported intoHPSG as the type-lattice
in Levine et al. 2001 to handle case mismatch in parasitic gaps—an application which
has no competing treatment via LBE in any HPSG theory of filler/gap connectivity I’m
aware of. Given these independently motivated category constructors, the story about
(50) is simple: the verb give belongs to a set of verbs whose category description in
the lexicon is the meet, notated as∧m, of ((S\ NP)/NP)/NP and ((S\ NP)/PP)/NP,
i.e., simultaneously satisfies both descriptions. Simple proofs utilizing hypothetical
reasoning, in conjunction with the theorem in (51)a—which is a strict analogue of
‘strengthening the antecedent’ in propositional logic andprovable using completely

4A complete proof for (50) was presented at the 2011 Colloque de Syntax et Semantique at Université
Paris 8
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cognate inference steps—establish as the syntactic description of bothMary a book
anda record to Peterthe category label in (51)b:

(51) a. W\Z ⊢ (W ∧m U)\Z, U\Z ⊢ (W ∧m U)\Z
b. (((S\ NP)/NP)/NP∧m((S\ NP)/PP)/NP)\VP

and therefore the category of their conjunction. This conjunction, combining with the
unitary lexical itemgave, yields (50) by straightforward left slash elimination, and
nothing further need be said. So no special categories, constructions or rules need to
be introduced apart from those sanctioned by the completelygeneral inference rules of
the natural deduction proof theory that Kubota’s approach shares with the formalisms
assumed in the work of Morrill, Bayer, Muskens, Pollard and several other versions of
TLCG, along with an independently well-motivated categorydescription (semi)lattice.
Seen in the light of the motivated resources of TLGC, Crysmann’s example turns out
to be trivially compatible with the framework’s predictions.

3 Summary

Notwithstanding its apparently wide acceptance in much recent literature, the use of
linearization to resolve a number of persistent empirical challenges to phrase-structure-
theoretic approaches faces serious difficulties that have not been confronted. Much of
this literature displays cases that represent unproblematic mappings amongst syntactic
structure, linear order and meaning; but the range of evidence is remarkably small, and
at present far from sufficient to give LBE the status of anything more than an interesting
possibility, rather than the default role it seems to have acquired as a way to deal with
unlike category and nonconstituent coordination. What theforegoing discussion has
shown is that none of the linguistic phenomena represented by the cases listed in (1) are
amenable to an LBE treatment once the latter is held accountable for a fuller data range
for each of these respective constructions. Given the foregoing, there is no reasonable
basis for viewing ellipsis-based accounts within HPSG’s linearization framework as a
successful general theory of coordination phenomena.
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